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DELTA PLUS GROUP declares that this product complies with the following regulations :

Identification of the PPE object of the declaration :

SPIDERMASKP3X5 - SPIDERMASK P3 X5 M1300SM

Designation :
BOX OF 5 REUSABLE MOULDED MASKS FFP3

Colour :
Blue

Size :
Adjustable

Specifications :
Box of 5 reusable FFP3 dust mask. 5 Reusable moulded mask shells in TPE. Replaceable non woven synthetic
fibre disposable filter (SPIDERREFILL FFP3). High performance valve which unscrews to allow the user to change
the mask filter. Adjustable straps. Back fixing with clip.

The PPE is also identifiable by the following means :
- The product picture
- Each PPE wears the name indicated on this declaration of conformity.
- Each PPE wears the bar code indicated in the annex to this declaration of conformity
- Each PPE wears a batch number. For any further information, just give it to us. Our organization, based on
this batch number, allows us to ensure the traceability of the PPE.

EU DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
This declaration of conformity is issued under the sole responsibility of the manufacturer.
The object of the declaration identified above is in conformity with the relevant Union harmonisation legislation:
EU 2016/425 Regulation, with its requirements and with the harmonised standards:

REGULATION (EU) 2016/425

EN149:2001+A1:2009 Filtering half-masks against particles

0082 - APAVE SUDEUROPE (CS60193 13322 MARSEILLE CEDEX 16 FRANCE) :
Notified body which performed the EU Type- examination (module B) and issued EU type-examination
certificate: 0082 022 079 09 16 0304

The PPE is subject to the conformity assessment procedure to type based on quality assurance of the production
process (module D) under surveillance of the notified body: 0082 - APAVE SUDEUROPE (CS60193 13322
MARSEILLE CEDEX 16 FRANCE )


